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Addiction
assessments
added to SJS

Sorority
recruitment
sees record
turnout

SequinedSamba

by Priya Anand
Contributing News Editor
This academic year, students transported to GW Hospital for a second alcohol violation will be assessed by University counselors for alcoholism prior to a
disciplinary hearing, a policy change intended to decrease the number of students
who are temporarily suspended from the
University.
During the 2009-2010 academic year, 19
students either withdrew from the University or were suspended for a semester as a
result of being transported to GW Hospital
due to alcohol-related reasons for a second
time. Sixteen students left GW the year before for the same reason.
So far, two students have been transported to the hospital this year for second
violations. Neither has left the University.
“We were finding that most students’
diagnosis would be remedied with education,” Assistant Dean of Students and head
of SJS Tara Pereira said. “We thought, 'Do
you really need two semesters away from
the University to get 10-15 hours of education?'”
Pereira said the policy change was
sparked by a review of suspension numbers this summer in which medical professionals determined that in most of those
cases, offering alcohol education in lieu of
suspension was ab appropriate course of
action.
“In the past, the most likely outcome of
two hospitalizations within one calendar
year was suspension or a withdrawal from
the University,” Pereira said, adding that
situations are typically judged on a caseby-case basis and there has never been a
blanket policy absolutely guaranteeing
suspension.
Beginning this semester and onwards, the medical evaluations will assess whether or not a student has an
alcohol problem that inhibits his or her
ability to attend GW before SJS holds a
hearing. Pereira said this measure does
not necessarily guarantee that no one
will be suspended.
“That’s the process that’s set in stone,
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by Madeleine Morgenstern
Campus News Editor

jhila farzaneh | hatchet photographer

A woman dances the samba Sunday afternoon in a Latin cultural parade in Columbia Heights. The
event was part of Fiesta D.C., an event which celebrates National Hispanic Heritage Month.

A record number of women are participating in sorority recruitment this fall, a
more than 20 percent increase over the past
three years.
The 618 women participating in recruitment this year represent only a slight increase from last fall, when about 600 women
participated, but the number marks a 10.4
percent increase from 2008 and a 22.6 percent increase from 2007. This year's freshman class is also smaller than the Class of
2013 by almost 200 students.
“This is the largest number of women
to ever enter recruitment in GW’s history
and is an example of the value our students
place on the experiences in Greek Life,”
said Student Activities Center Director Tim
Miller in an e-mail.
Students going through the recruitment
process said they decided to rush in order
to find a close-knit group of friends on campus.
“A lot of my friends are doing it,” said
freshman Eleanor Klibanoff. “I’m looking
for a way to make a big school seem smaller.”
Freshman Rachael Holbreich said all of
her friends decided to go through the recruitment process.
“I want to meet new people and branch
out,” Holbreich said. “It sounds like a quick
new way to make close friends.”
The increase in the number of women
participating in sorority recruitment likely
means that a lower percentage of women
will receive bids to join a Greek-letter life
organization, as each sorority chapter has
a limit on the number of new members it
can accept.
Panhellenic Association President Renee Nichols said chapter sizes range from
84 women to 142 women, adding that last
year, 1,250 women were involved in GW’s
10 Panhellenic sororities.
Nichols declined to comment on how

See SJS: Page 5

See RECRUITMENT: Page 5

Alumnus' real estate firm
focuses on giving back
by Sarah Ferris
Hatchet Reporter
One year ago, GW alumnus and
real estate broker Jason Haber turned
down a deal that would have made
his company millions of dollars. Instead, it made him a hero.
When agents for Libyan leader
Muammar al-Gaddafi tried to rent a
townhouse from Haber’s New Yorkbased firm, Haber refused their offer.
“Why don’t you send Megrahi
back to Scotland and then we’ll
talk,” Haber told the agent, referring to Abdelbaset Ali Mohmed alMegrahi, the convicted Lockerbie
bomber, who blew up Pan Am Flight
103 headed for Lockerbie, Scotland,
in 1988. Megrahi had recently been
released from a Scottish prison after
being diagnosed with cancer.
Haber’s response earned him
mentions on Fox News and in the
New York Post. Soon after, he received thousands of e-mails from
people across the country who wanted to acknowledge his boldness,
some of whom were family members of the 270 people who died on
the flight.
“I found it amazing that I could
do things in real estate to make a difference,” said Haber, who received a
bachelor’s degree in political communication from GW in 1999. “I started
thinking, 'How can I do more?'”
Haber said the event motivated
him and his brother to launch Rubicon Property, a real estate brokerage
firm with a socially-conscious business model called “Profits & Purpose.” According to the company’s

website, it is the
first to incorporate the principles of social
entrepreneurship into its
core values.
With each
business transaction, a portion of the comCourtesy PHoto
pany’s profits
Jason Haber
goes directly to
the
nonprofit
organization charity: water, which
aims to bring clean drinking water to
people in developing nations.
Haber said he chose to focus on
clean water access because he wanted “to connect the essential element

"I found it amazing that
I could do things in
real estate to make a
difference."
jason haber
GW Alumnus

of living in the United States, which
is real estate, with the essential element of living in the developing
world, which is water.”
He added that the problem also
has a relatively easy solution.
“It’s not too complex to fix, we
See HABER: Page 5
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Alumnus Thad Allen spoke at the Jack Morton Auditorium Friday afternoon before receiving the Colin Powell Public Service Award. Allen graduated from GW in 1986 with a Master of Public Administation.

Allen receives public service award
by Justin Kits
Hatchet Staff Writer
In a markedly unemotional
speech, the former commandant
of the U.S. Coast Guard urged students to consider public service as
a calling Friday in the Jack Morton
Auditorium.
Adm. Thad Allen – who led the
Gulf cleanup efforts following the
BP oil spill this summer – stressed

Volleyball tops
Charlotte in A-10
opener Saturday
The Colonials also
beat Howard 3-0
Friday night.

• Page 8

Students on stretchers should not be taunted
Graduate student and EMeRG Clinical Supervisor Stephen
Gerber says sick students shouldn't be teased. • Page 4

Surviving special diets on campus

in 1986 – added that when reacting to an unprecedented event, a
leader needs to understand the mission and what he or she is trying to
achieve.
“If there is a way you can do
it through cooperation, and create
unity of effort in the federal government, you need to do that moving
forward,” Allen said.
See ALLEN: Page 5
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the need to learn from past crises,
and adapt to situations as they unfold.
“We need to understand you
need to be adaptable, you need to be
flexible, and you need to engage in
lifelong learning and keep yourself
as open to new ideas as you can,”
Allen said. “And be able to adapt
and learn during a situation.”
Allen – who received his Master
of Public Administration from GW
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Reporters test the flexibility of Sodexo venues and
Colonial Cash when on a specialized diet. • Page 6

GW brothers
start medical
nonprofit
Organization allows
students to provide
care in disadvantaged
countries. • Page 3

SEAS adds study abroad option

University adds abroad location in Korea to allow
engineering students the chance to study in a
foreign country. • Page 3

CDs campaign in Kentucky for alumnus

More than 50 students go door-to-door for the
Senate hopeful running against Rand Paul. • Page 5
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Extremist group plans
protest at University
The conservative Westboro Baptist Church
plans to demonstrate at GW Nov. 11 to protest
the “God-hating heathens” it believes collegeage students have become.
The rally falls on Veterans Day but according to the church’s website, the protest is to
“remind this nation that this next generation
of young people have been raised for the devil
himself.”
The Kansas-based group – known nationally for demonstrating at military funerals and
for its “God Hates Fags” signs – drew ire from
GW students in 2009 when church members
protested at the White House and other locations around D.C.
The GW Patriot – a non-partisan student
journal – is planning a counterprotest against
the group, and as of Sunday evening, more
than 700 people say they plan to attend, according to the event’s Facebook group. The
Patriot first broke the news about the protest.
“The Westboro Baptist Church is protesting against American soldiers on Veterans Day, disrespectfully using the same First
Amendment rights that our troops fight and
die for,” said Patriot editor in chief Will Frey.
Per the University’s demonstration policy,
“Persons who are not members of the University community may participate in demonstrations, rallies, or equivalent activities on
University campuses only upon invitation by
a bona fide student, faculty or staff member
unless otherwise specified by the University.”
Shirley Phelps-Roper, the attorney for the
Westboro Baptist Church and daughter of
church founder Fred Phelps, said her group
plans to protest near Washington Circle. She
expects 10 people to be in attendance.
“We don’t wait for invitation,” PhelpsRoper, 52, said of GW’s policy. “The Lord
Jesus Christ said go out unto this world and
preach this gospel.”
If more than 25 people attend the counterprotest, organizers will require a permit from
MPD and GW to be held on campus. According to the University’s demonstration policy
code, the demonstration can occur in Kogan
Plaza, the Mid-Campus Quad – the area with
the fountain next to Kogan Plaza – or University Yard.
Frey said The Patriot is in the process of
applying for permits.
Darrell Darnell, the senior associate vice
president for safety and security, said the University Police Department will provide support to MPD as needed.
“[Protesters] have a First Amendment
right to march on public space around GW’s
campuses,” Darnell said.

			

–Lauren French

jhila farzaneh | hatchet photographer

Juniors Sarah Palsen, left, and Megan Davison, middle, make peanut butter and jelly sandwiches Friday afternoon in Kogan Plaza for “Project PB&J,” a community service project hosted by Program Board. The sandwiches are donated to the D.C. Central Kitchen, an organization that feeds the homeless population of D.C.
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Coast Guard Admiral Thad Allen

National Book Festival

Fiesta D.C.

The GW alumnus was awarded the Colin Powell
Public Service Award Friday afternoon.

Three GW faculty members discuss their
new books at the yearly festival.

The festival celebrates National Hispanic
Heritage Month in Columbia Heights.
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27

Tuesday
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Wednesday

29

“August: Osage County” Auditions

Israel-Palestine Town Hall

Sen. Roland Burris, D-Ill.

Sen. Norm Coleman, R-Minn.

Showcase your acting skills by auditioning
for a role in Forbidden Planet Production’s
performance of the Tony Award-winning
play.
Mitchell Hall Theater • 9 p.m.

Join GW Interfaith Action and the
OneVoice Movement for an interactive
town hall discussion on the IsraelPalestine conflict.
Marvin Center 307 • 7:30 p.m.

Hear from the Illinois Democrat
who currently holds the Senate
seat last held by President Barack
Obama.
Marvin Center 301 • 6:30 p.m.

Listen to the former Minnesota
Senator discuss the midterm
elections and young Republican
involvement.
Pelham Hall theater • 7 p.m.
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SEAS adds study
abroad option
$1 million gift will
subsidize
program in Korea
by Kara Dunford
Contributing Editor

rachel vorsanger | hatchet PHOTOGRAPHER

Popular author Jonathan Safran Foer – best known for his book "Everything is Illuminated" – spoke at the National Book Festival on the
National Mall Saturday afternoon. He was one of many authors who spoke to fans at the 10th annual celebration, hosted by the Library of Congress.

Record temps mark annual book festival
Despite heat,
festival draws
150,000
by saira thadani
Hatchet Staff Writer
It was a record-breaking
year for the National Book Festival.
Despite record temperatures – which soared into the
high 90s – a record 150,000 people attended the all-day event,
which celebrates novelists, authors and literature.
More than 80 authors and
illustrators were present to
speak and sign their books,
and President Barack Obama
and first lady Michelle Obama
served as the honorary chairs.
Former first lady and festival
founder Laura Bush was present, kicking off the festival with
a reading from her new memoir, “Spoken From the Heart.”

Secret Service agents lined
the aisles as Librarian of Congress James Billington introduced Bush, calling her the
“reader in chief of the United
States of America.”
As she finished reading a
passage about the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, the more than
500 people in the crowd stood
to applaud.
“Every seat was taken and
I had to keep asking people
to stop crowding around the
poles,” volunteer David Phem
said.
Phem was one of the many
volunteers that the Library of
Congress – the host of the festival – recruited for the event.
The Junior League of Washington sent more than 400 of the
volunteers and the rest were
recruited through mass e-mails
sent out by the library.
The History and Biography
tent was packed again when
GW professor Adele Logan Alexander spoke about her new
book, “Parallel Worlds: The
Remarkable Gibbs-Hunts and

the Enduring (In)significance
of Melanin.”
“I usually talk to a group
of about 12 people,” Alexander
said. “But now I’ve come across
something like this incredible
festival and I stand before you
most humbly in appreciation.”
Alexander’s
daughter,
Elizabeth Alexander, also read
from her new book, “Crave
Radiance.” This is the first time
in the festival’s history that a
mother and daughter spoke at
the event.
Steven Roberts and Thomas Mallon – both professors at
GW, in the School of Media and
Public Affairs and the English
Department, respectively – also
spoke.
The festival had tents set
up for groups of all ages. PBS
KIDS Raising Readers had its
own pavilion with popular
characters to greet the children.
“I like reading way more
than T.V. My favorite part
was meeting Alpha Pig,” said
7-year-old Kenneth Moss of the
festival.

OverDrive brought a digital
bookmobile truck where older
kids were able to download ebooks and sample audio text.
Wil Haygood, Washington
Post staff writer and author of
“In Black and White: The Life of
Sammy Davis, Jr.” spoke about
his book in his first appearance
at the festival.
“It’s a genuine joy that
people on such a bright day –
when they have options like
playing golf or going swimming – choose to come here,”
Haygood said in an interview
with The Hatchet.
Haygood said he preferred
this year’s heat to last year’s
rainy festival.
“At least your books stay
dry!”
GW students at the festival
said that despite the heat, they
enjoyed the event.
“I thought the festival
was so great, notwithstanding the heat,” junior Carly
Gibbs said. “It gave readers a
rare chance to actually interact with authors.” u

GW brothers start medical nonprofit
Global Aid lets
interns travel to
provide care

"These programs
give students an
early experience
of being in another
culture."
david S. Dolling
SEAS Dean

Study abroad programs
at the partnership institutions are offered in the
spring of sophomore year
for engineering students
and the spring of junior
year for computer science
students. Knouse said before the programs were
set up, an average of three
engineers per year studied abroad. The number
increased to 18 students
last year and Knouse said
he hopes between 30 and
33 engineers will study
abroad this spring. Senior
Jimmy Gomez, who is majoring in mechanical engineering, said the curriculum and financial support
SEAS provided influenced
his decision to study in
Dublin last spring.
“If a great opportunity
is handed to you on a silver
platter then you must be a
fool to pass it up,” Gomez
said. “Opportunities come
only once in a while and
SEAS is making sure every
student has that opportunity at least once.” u

Hiring to increase
for Class of 2011

by Kara Dunford
Contributing Editor
Ketan Patel will always
remember the shock he felt
when a burn victim was
turned away from a hospital
in India where he volunteered
the summer after his freshman
year at GW.
A propane tank had exploded all over the 23-yearold woman while she was
cooking. After talking with
her family, Patel realized the
incident had occurred Friday,
but she arrived at the hospital
Sunday because she could not
afford the transportation cost.
“I had been so sheltered by
the American health care system,” Patel, 24, said. “I didn’t
understand why the woman
could not be treated right
away and I started asking myself how much it would cost
me to pay for her treatment.”
After seeing the wide disparity in health care firsthand,
Patel and his twin brother,
Kamal, founded Global Aid,
which seeks to build medical
clinics in developing countries. The brothers, who both
graduated from GW in 2008
with biomedical engineering
degrees, created a program
that sends medical interns to
underprivileged locations to
work with health care professionals in the fields of medicine, business and international development.
Global Aid eventually
hopes to construct clinics in
countries where medical facilities are lacking and local resi-

Students in the School
of Engineering and Applied Science will have
another opportunity to
study abroad starting in
the spring semester, after
GW added Korea University as an overseas partner
this fall.
A $1 million gift to the
University from entrepreneur Simon Lee and his
wife Anna Lee will provide interested students
with the chance to study in
South Korea with a $2,000
travel grant to mitigate the
cost of overseas travel. Students can use the funds to
pay for their plane tickets
or other travel expenses.
Lee received his Master of Science in Systems
Engineering from the University in 2005. Three of
the couple’s children also
graduated from GW with
master ’s degrees. Lee is
the founder and president
of STG, Inc., a federal government solutions provider.
Korea University joins
University College Dublin
as a partnership school for
SEAS. Because it is often
difficult to match the SEAS
requirements with courses
offered abroad, faculty in
the school work with the
two partnership universities to approve the four
or five courses students
take, and ensure the credit
hours earned will apply to
a SEAS degree.
SEAS Dean David S.
Dolling said the school
does a great deal of research to decrease students’ anxiety over credit
transfers and curriculum
requirements.
“Working with our
partnership schools takes
a load off of students'
minds and helps students
avoid the horror stories of
credits being non-transferable,” Dolling said. He
said he is working to expand the partnership program to four or six universities around the world.
“Engineering has become a global enterprise,”
Dolling said. “These pro-

grams give students an
early experience of being
in another culture. Studying abroad makes students
more tolerant because it
opens their eyes to different cultures.”
The school's relationships with its partners
also prove beneficial to
students while they are
abroad, said Matthew
Knouse, a Dean's Fellow
and study abroad advisor
for SEAS students.
“The special relationships we have are a cool
thing and help us cater to
the best interests of our
students,” Knouse said.
“For example, there was
a case when one student
needed a tutor and we
were able to work with the
partnership school and
get the student a tutor efficiently and quickly.”

Study says 13.5
percent hiring
growth expected
by Rachel Getzenberg
Hatchet Reporter
PHOTO Courtesy Ketan patel

Interns with nonprofit Global Aid pose for a picture in India where they worked with health care professionals
providing medical care. The nonprofit was started by two GW alumni, one of whom is now a medical student.

dents are not provided with
adequate health care. The first
clinic will be launched in India
in 2012.
Kamal, a third-year medical student at GW, said he
hopes the organization can
learn from the interns’ experiences and use the information
to build successful clinics.
“What we have is sort of
like a staircase,” he said. “We
don’t just want to take interns
to different countries and have
the same experience each
time. We want to learn from
the years before and build off
of those lessons.”
Global Aid started its internship program last year.
Seven student interns took
the four-week trip to India,
including four from GW. The
program has been expanded to

include opportunities in South
Africa, Thailand, Ecuador and
Uganda. Trips are planned for
winter and summer break,
with a goal of sending 15 students per trip. Global Aid has
already received more than
40 applications for its winter
trips and will continue accepting them on a rolling basis until the end of October.
Ketan – who received his
master's of business degree
from the University this past
spring – said the nontraditional nature of the internship program helps students
realize their passion for making a difference, as he and his
brother have, while exploring
a different culture.
“Let’s be serious, you can
read a book on culture anywhere,” he said. “But to expe-

rience the day-to-day lifestyles
and encounter a different situation each day helps people
find out who they are.”
Global Aid will use donations and the help of partner
organizations to build its clinics.
“It’s not about making
money,” Patal said. “We’re
able to do such great things
in giving back and that’s what
makes us feel good at the end
of the day.”
For Kamal, there is one
lesson he hopes the interns
will learn from the program.
“I want the interns to be
able to say, ‘Hey, I have an engineering degree but I can still
be in India and give back,’"
he said. “No matter who you
are, you can use your time and
your skills to help others.” u

No plans to replace Hippo Video DVD rental kiosk, Univ. official says
The University removed the Hippo
Video DVD rental kiosk from its home
in Ivory Tower earlier this month, and a
University official said last week there
are no plans to replace it.
The University’s contract with Hippo Video expired this summer, Nancy
Haaga, the managing director of Campus Support Services, said. Adding that
because Hippo Video suffered numerous breakdowns and brought in little
revenue the University decided against
renewing the contract.
“As a result of the number of convenient and user friendly options that
students have to download or rent mov-

ies… the usage of the Hippo Video machine became very minimal over the period of the past few years,” Haaga said
in an e-mail.
Haaga said that after contacting
RedBox – a DVD-rental kiosk company
– and Blockbuster about their options for
a new rental system for students, both
companies passed on the investment.
“Both companies declined the opportunity, indicating that they are reviewing and giving careful consideration about whether or not they want to
expand their movie rental machines to
the higher education [or] campus environment market,” Haaga said.

Student Association President Jason
Lifton – who has said in the past that he
felt Hippo Video’s unreliable service was
unacceptable – said he isn’t surprised the
University decided to remove the kiosk.
“It is hard because so many students have purchased subscriptions to
services such as Netflix and Netflix On
Demand,” Lifton said.
Lifton added that the removal may
actually be beneficial to the University.
“Hippo Video was a waste of space
in the basement of Ivory Tower,” Lifton
said. “It was never working and just
took up space.”

–Ian Fenger

Graduates of the Class
of 2011 can let out a sigh of
relief.
According to a recent
survey by the National Association of Colleges and
Employers, hiring from the
Class of 2011 is expected to
see a 13.5 percent increase
from the Class of 2010.
“The current outlook
is more promising than we
have seen in a while, so
that’s good news,” Director of Communications for
NACE Mimi Collins said.
Collins attributed the
increased hiring of graduates to the fact that “the
economy is improving
somewhat” and that “employers are now opening up their hiring somewhat.”
At GW, Anne V. Scammon, director of career
learning and experience
at the Career Center, said
she believes that requests
from seniors coming in to
talk about their post-graduation options have been
slightly higher this fall.
“Students are more
hopeful about their options, and are returning to
the Center in higher numbers, because there are
more jobs,” Scammon said.

Nearly half – or 48 percent – of the 197 employers
surveyed said they would
increase their hiring of
recent college graduates,
while 12.2 percent of employers indicated that they
would decrease their hiring of college graduates.
NACE broke down
the expected hiring percentages by region, finding that the largest hiring
increase will occur in the
West, where employers are
looking to hire 23.5 percent
more graduates.
In the Northeast, however, the increase in hiring
is expected to be about 13.1
percent, closer to the national average.
According to the report,
two-thirds of the hiring
will be done in the fall, and
one-third of the hiring will
be done in the spring – in
line with Scammon saying
she has seen more GW seniors “trying to start early”
with their job searches.
Senior Evan Waxman
said it is encouraging that
employers plan to hire
more graduates from the
Class of 2011.
“I know a lot of people
who graduated that still
don’t have jobs, so any
positive numbers going
that way sound good to
me,” Waxman said.
Mark Battles, another
senior, said the results only
made him “feel about 13
percent better.”
“I am pretty worried
about [getting a job], I have
no idea what the hell I am
going to do,” Battles said. u
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"I have no idea what the hell I am going to do,"
–Mark Battles, a senior, on this post-collegiate plans and if he'll find a job after graduation.
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Staff Editorial

Alumni: Give more to
Gelman Library

Facebook
down, college
students out?
T

The everything tax
by Brian Tratner

Dear GW alumni,
Gelman Library needs your help. GW
students are entering their fifth week of
the semester and already the flaws of
Gelman Library are growing increasingly apparent. If you remember your time
at GW, you too may have encountered
the overcrowded study areas, the insufficient resources and the overall drab
appearance that is not ideal for a study
space. Midterm exam season is swiftly
approaching, and as more students seek
an inviting space conducive to reading or
writing papers, we are reminded of just
how integral the function of the campus
library is to a university. Yet as it stands,
Gelman remains largely underfunded
and still cannot make improvements that
would benefit all students at GW.
As of March 2009, Gelman administrators were looking to make major
renovations to the library, but at a cost
of $5 million. University officials insisted
while they considered Gelman an important part of campus, other projects took
precedence at the time. The entirety of the
renovation project’s funding then fell to
Gelman itself, and library administrators
were forced to raise funds for improvements independently from GW.
Last year, the graduating Class of
2010 gave almost $75,000 to the Gelman
Library Renovation Fund through the
Senior Class Gift. This was an extremely
important contribution to a project that
was in dire need of a fiscal boost. But even
after seniors donated a record-breaking
amount of money to the library, Gelman
has yet to meet its fundraising goal, and
has still been unable to make the improvements it proposed so long ago.
And these changes are vital. Gelman
is not designated for only students from
the Columbian College of Arts and Sciences, or only students from one academic year. Unlike the architecturally
impressive Duques Hall or the state-ofthe-art facilities in the proposed Science
and Engineering Complex, the purpose of
Gelman is not simply to serve the needs
of one subset of the GW community. It caters to all students, and yet its design and
resources do not reflect that.
In the original renovation plans,
Gelman administrators hoped to remodel the first floor of the building and add
more personal workstations and reconfigurable furniture. They also hoped to
increase natural lighting throughout the
library by installing more windows. They
even planned to build an outdoor reading
garden by the entrance. These improvements would have benefitted not only
the aesthetics of the building, but also the
overall quality of the library.
With more funding for the planned
renovations, Gelman could be an effective
and valuable facility for students. As the
incoming freshman class size grows every
year, study space in cubicles will become
even more scarce, lines at printers will become even longer and more students will
be forced to sit in the hallways because
they can’t find a place to study in the designated study areas.
Maybe you graduated last year, and
the memories of late nights searching for
a seat in Gelman are still fresh in your
mind. Or, maybe you graduated years
ago and you remember how the building was getting a bit outdated for its time.
Regardless, Gelman has not been able to
raise sufficient funds for improvements,
and the problems with the library will
continue to worsen unless alumni direct
more donations to improving the facility.
The campus library is often a marquee
building for any university, and Gelman
should be a source of pride for both former and current Colonials. Prospective
students do not even get to see the inside
of Gelman on campus tours. But with
your help, that can change. With more
funding, this important facet of campus
life will finally meet students’ standards,
and Gelman will reflect the value we all
place on it.
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Debating legacy admissions

L

egacy admissions. When reading those intangible factors that should aid in the admistwo words, you are likely to have one of sions process.
two knee-jerk reactions. Polls show that
But the problem with this theory is that it
for the majority Americans, this phrase conjures hasn’t really been shown to be a useful tool. Anup images of an elitist class of highly educated ecdotally, we hear that it makes alumni feel more
people taking care of their own at
integral to the school. Analytically,
the expense of talented and hardschools don’t really see the benworking individuals. Others look
efits. Legacy families do not have a
at legacy admissions as just anhigher rate of donating when fixed
other aspect of higher education. It
for income levels. Schools that have
is not a matter of the undeserving
eliminated legacy preference have
staking claim over the unwashed,
not seen significant reductions in
but rather a community-building
their overall giving rates.
technique. In the world of higher
Legacy preference also brings
education, legacy preference can
on a whole host of other issues. It
be as polarizing as it gets. But it’s
is still legally questionable, as it
Justin Guiffré
important that we find the gray
hasn’t been the subject of serious
area and have a realistic discussion
litigation since a 1976 ruling from
Columnist
about GW’s admissions process.
a federal court case that is, at best,
Let’s get some silent truths out
a flimsy precedent. Legacy admisof the way. One, students who receive legacy sions also disproportionately hurt the chances
preference are not all freeloaders who spend of minority students, as the rate of minorities
almost as much money on beer as their parents receiving legacy preference is about half of the
donated to rename a building. Two, legacy pref- average admissions pool.
erence means that yes, more students with famWith all of these problems, there must be
ily connections will be admitted over potentially some logic behind legacy admissions.
more qualified students. Three, the admissions
Let’s think of a quick metaphor. Airlines and
process is not only about finding the most quali- convenience stores give preference to returning
fied students.
customers. Isn’t it just a reality that having exThat last point may seem like blasphemy. perience with a certain family reduces risk for
Am I telling you that our admissions process the institution? Colleges aren’t about the botshouldn’t be a complete, impersonal meritoc- tom line, but we can speculate that a family that
racy? Yes.
has previously played a positive role in the GW
Former president Stephen Joel Trachtenberg community will likely continue that tradition.
made some prescient points about this topic on a
The fundamental problem with legacy prefrecent panel about higher education. He said, “If erence is that we have yet to see substantial proof
you choose only the most qualified, you could of its benefits. Trachtenberg's arguments should
end up with a class of 2,000 girls who will be be given credence, but they also need evidence.
very disappointed when looking around on the If GW, and higher education in general, is going
first day of freshman year.” It’s true that the se- to continue using this metric, it needs to back up
lection of any given class isn’t about lining up ap- its arguments.
plicants and accepting the 2,000 with the highest
Legacy admissions isn’t something that
test scores. It is a much more complex system of should be approached with knee-jerk reactionfinding people who are excited about GW, who ism. It’s good that we have a discussion of the
prove they are enthusiastic about being part of complexities of the admissions process, and a
the community and who demonstrate the intan- recognition that it isn’t all about assigning numgible factors that don’t show up on the SATs.
bers. On the other hand, we have yet to see if
Some people attach this sentiment to legacy legacy preference fits into this argument.
admissions, claiming that the sense of commu-The writer, a senior majoring in international
nity created by familial preference is one of those
affairs, is The Hatchet's managing director.

hursday afternoon, Facebook spread the
news that its website was temporarily out
of service… through Twitter: “@Facebook:
Facebook may be slow or unavailable for some
people because of site issues. We’re working to
fix this quickly.”
For the next few hours, while the world’s top
social networking site experienced its worst outage in four years, some GW students sat at their
laptops, staring at
the error screen
and
repeatedly
Tom Braslavsky
hitting refresh in
the hope that their
Columnist
homepages would
come back up.
Soon enough, some students were falling asleep
in class, hitting up other social networks or wondering what to do with all their new free time.
It’s fascinating to think of how social networking has taken over our lives. To make the
most of your time at GW (or college in general),
the thinking goes, you need to have an active
Facebook account. How else would we find
out about upcoming events, share hundreds of
pictures with each other or keep up with old
friends? Odd, isn’t it, that spending alone time in
front of a computer screen can help you be more
social?
As I sat looking at the “DNS error” that
greeted me at the site’s homepage, I thought
about how much collective time we spend “connected.” Of course, there’s the time spent on our
computers, which probably takes away from
productive activities – could that partially explain some GW students’ failure to get to know
D.C.? Maybe that’s why we need an “incentive
program” at the gym. But even on the go, we stay
connected. Almost everyone at GW has a smart
phone; whereas it used to be cool and special to
carry around an iPhone or BlackBerry, many will
now think you're out-of-touch if you don’t have
one. “Liking” someone’s Facebook comment
while walking down the street or standing in line
at the store has become commonplace.
The Great Facebook Outage of 2010 – which
altered our lifestyles for a fraction of a day – presents us with an opportunity to look at our lives
from a different perspective. Maybe we’re not
making the most of the world beyond the LCD
screen. How can we change this? I have a friend
who goes through phases in his relationship
with Facebook. When he feels it’s taking up too
much of his time, he suspends his account, effectively taking himself out of the virtual world.
Then, when his schedule frees up or he starts to
miss his account, he reactivates it again. This occurs on a sometimes weekly, sometimes monthly
basis.
I’m not saying your action should be that
radical. My proposition is this: If you’re a constant social networker, for one day try to note
how much time you spend on Facebook or similar sites. Then, cut it in half. Yes, in half. Even
if you’re multitasking while "liking" people’s
statuses, it subtracts from your full potential for
creativity and critical thinking. You seem less
personable if you meet someone while typing
something on your phone. And if you are actually just sitting down and devoting time to your
online network, take some of that time to meet
with your outside network. Go to the gym or
go to a Smithsonian. Social networking is useful, but it is also a time-drainer from real-world
activities.
This Friday, the movie “The Social Network”
comes out. It is a story of the alleged drama that
accompanied the creation of Facebook. While
the actual account has been disputed, we do
know a few things about the creators of the site
that has taken over our lives: They were college
students, young people like us who had a big
idea and saw it through. It’s definitely inspiring and should make us more confident in our
own potential. At the same time, there’s irony:
Is Facebook and what it has done to the concept
of “friends” now taking away from the productivity of college students who could be realizing
their own innovative ideas? Think about it. Then
change your status.
-The writer, a junior majoring in international
affairs, is a Hatchet columnist.

Students on stretchers should not be taunted

T

o the incoming Class of 2014: the ambulance.
Give each other a break!
While being wheeled out of
Here is the scene: It’s the lobby, she is taunted, cheered
Thursday night at Thurston Hall, and harassed by her classmates.
and you are hanging
I’ve heard calls of,
out in the front of the
“Oh shit! Someone
building with your
can’t hold her booze,
Stephen Gerber
friends. One of your
LIGHTWEIGHT, can
classmates has a little
I get your number?”
Op-Ed
too much alcohol to
Other times, students
drink, and her roomchant
“EMeRG,
mate calls EMeRG because this poor EMeRG, EMeRG!”
18-year-old passed her limit. The
It is hard to believe this is how
student is so sick that she barely you treat your sick classmates.
understands the questions EMeRG EMeRG is not just for people with
officials ask her, she can’t hold her alcohol poisoning, or those who
own head up and her hair is caked get busted by UPD – it is for stuwith vomit. The EMeRG staff fin- dents who are seriously ill. You see
ishes its assessment, loads her onto students putting sheets over their
a stretcher and takes her down to heads when being wheeled to the
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ambulance so they don’t have to
face the disgraceful behavior of their
peers.
According to a 2009 study by the
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholism, there were 468
non-traffic, alcohol-related deaths
among college students in 2005.
Being EMeRGed when you can’t
hold your head up or are vomiting
while unconscious is potentially lifethreatening and is a medical emergency. While the Class of 2014 may
not know this, one of our very own
died because she drank too much.
In 2009, the D.C. medical examiner
ruled the death of sophomore Laura
Treanor was due to acute alcohol intoxication.
Being EMeRGed is not a joke.

A person with alcohol poisoning isn’t someone who deserves to
be taunted or jeered at. They should
be treated with the same dignity and
respect as any other sick person. You
wouldn’t treat your grandparents
like that if they were being taken by
ambulance to the hospital, and you
shouldn’t treat your peers that way.
I urge students to look out for
each other. You have the next four
years to make jokes about each other’s tastes in music or favorite sports
teams, but the few seconds one of
your peers is being wheeled past
you on a stretcher is not the time for
it.
-The writer is a GW alumnus,
current GW graduate student and
EMeRG clinical supervisor.
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CDs campaign in Kentucky for Law School alumnus
Alumnus running
against tea party
favorite Rand Paul
by danielle solinski
Hatchet Reporter
More than 50 members of the
GW College Democrats traveled
to Kentucky this weekend to campaign for Senate hopeful and GW
Law School alumnus Jack Conway.
Conway – Kentucky’s current
attorney general – faces a tough
race in the November midterm
elections against Republican challenger Rand Paul, son of Rep. Ron
Paul, R-Texas.
The younger Paul is currently
ahead of Conway in the majority of national polls, although the
data is varied; the spread shows
everything from Paul and Conway

RECRUITMEnT
from p. 1
many recruitment participants
will not be matched with a sorority, saying that the number
of women a chapter can take
would not be set until Tuesday, the morning of bid day.
Last year, about 400 of the
600 participants accepted bids
to join a Panhellenic sorority.
“[The number] is based
on the number of women going through recruitment and
maximizing the mutual selection of chapters and women
going through,” Nichols said
in an e-mail.
While 618 women participated in recruitment – which
ends Tuesday – approximately
670 women initially signed up

SJS
from p. 1
but the outcome can’t be set
in stone because everyone has
different circumstances,” Pereira said.
Pereira said suspensions
can still be issued if the medical
evaluations find that a student
needs an inpatient treatment
program, but added that it is
uncommon for SJS to determine that a student needs to
attend a drug and alcohol rehabilitation program.
“If approximately 65 percent of our cases are drug and
alcohol related, and only 10 or
so students in eight years have
needed that level of treatment,
that’s another reason we scaled
back,” Pereira said.

HABER
from p. 1
just need to get the resources,
which is the funding. We can
put real dollars on the ground
and make an immediate difference,” Haber said.
The profits going to charity: water will be used to build
wells in the Central African
Republic, one of the poorest
nations in the world.
“In the United States, we
water our streets with clean
water. We water our grass
with it,” Haber said. “We take
advantage of something that
so many people are lacking.”
Haber joked that his idea
will help bring “honor” and
“integrity” to a profession
that is just one step up from a
used-car salesperson.
“Usually when you tell
people you’re in real estate,
they take a step back because
they think you’re about to sell

ALLEN
from p. 1
Allen challenged GW students to think about their role
when there is a crisis.
At the event, University
President Steven Knapp presented Allen with the Colin
Powell Public Service Award.
The award is given to a GW
student, alumnus, faculty member or member of the GW community that has made an “outstanding contribution to public
service that honors the University,” according to a University
release. The award is named
after GW alumnus and retired
Gen. Colin Powell.
Knapp honored Allen by
saying that he has “distinguished
himself as a leader in some of
the most challenging crises our
country has faced in certainly
my lifetime.”
“He just seemed like a natural choice,” Knapp said. “Not
just for the skill, but the dedication and contributions to the
community he has made.”
Allen, who received the

in a statistical tie, to Paul leading
by 15 percentage points. Sunday,
a SurveyUSA poll conducted from
Sept. 21 to Sept. 23 for the Louisville Courier and WHAS11 found
that Paul now leads Conway 49 to
47 percent - a statistically-insignificant amount. Both are seeking the
seat of retiring Sen. Jim Bunning,
R-Ky.
“Jack Conway has a tough
fight against Rand Paul, an extremist candidate,” CD President
Josh Altman said prior to the trip.
“We’re gonna go down there with
our energy and enthusiasm and
do everything we can to get him
elected.”
The students departed from
GW's campus Friday afternoon,
and arrived in Louisville, Ky., late
Friday night. They worked with
the Kentucky Democratic Party,
which is closely affiliated with the
Conway campaign. The campaign
did not return a request for comment.
“It really exemplifies what we

to participate. The more than
50 women who did not show
up for the first round is a “very
typical loss of women between
registration and first night,”
Miller said.
“Greek Life is a very desirable option for students to
make connections, find their
niche at GW, and be a part of
organizations that make a difference now and into the future,” Miller said.
Women going through the
recruitment process said the
size of the recruitment class
was overwhelming at first, but
said as the days went on they
became more at ease.
“It was overwhelming but
I think the system was organized,” said freshman recruitment participant Molly Levine.
“Everything ran smoothly
from what I saw.” u
Pereira said another factor in the policy revision was
to encourage more students
to take friends to the hospital
if necessary and not worry
about suspension from the
University.
“The most important thing
is the health and safety of that
student who needs to go to the
hospital,” Pereira said.
Freshman Emily Connatser said the new SJS policy
will probably educate more
students on drinking and alcohol use, but may facilitate more
violations.
"I think the University is
going to allow more people to
break the law with fewer consequences," Connatser said. "If
a friend is in serious danger, I
think they should be taken to
the hospital no matter what the
consequences might be." u
them something,” Haber said.
“When I tell people what I do,
they step forward and ask,
‘How do you do that?’”
Although Haber left GW
more than a decade ago, he
said he still makes four or five
trips a year to the University
with the Alumni Association
and the Luther Rice Society.
“GW meant everything to
me. It helped shape me into
the person I am today,” said
Haber, who also served as executive vice president of the
Student Association.
Although Rubicon Property opened its doors less than
two weeks ago, Haber said
he is confident the enterprise
will thrive, primarily because
of its unique pitch.
“We think the message
will be very appealing to buyers across the U.S.,” he said.
“People will be excited to
work with us not because of
what we do but why we do
it. Our ‘why’ is completely
unique.” u
Distinguished Alumni Achievement Award from the University in 2006, said it was a “distinct
honor” to be given the public
service award.
“It’s been particularly rewarding that I would receive an
award in [Colin Powell’s] name
from the place that we both
graduated from,” Allen said,
adding that Powell is a friend
and mentor. “It’s just terrific.”
Allen said GW taught him to
be “bureaucratically bilingual.”
Knapp said it is part of the
University’s mission “to teach
people these type of abilities and
skills to people who can really
make a difference to our country
when it’s really needed.”
Allen will teach a class at the
Trachtenberg School of Public
Policy and Public Administration during the spring semester,
the University announced earlier this month.
In an interview with The
Hatchet, Allen offered some advice to GW students, telling them
“to get involved in the community and understand that public
service is a higher calling.”
“We need our best and
brightest,” Allen said. u

are trying to do this year as College
Democrats,” Altman said, adding,
“We saw a race that is within a
reasonable distance where we can
make a real difference and help advance the President’s agenda.”
Altman – who has been on can-

"We're gonna go down
there with our energy
and enthusiasm and do
everything we can to get
him elected."
josh altman
President
College Democrats

vassing trips in the past, including trips with the CDs to Virginia
and New Jersey last year – said

students on the trip did “whatever the campaign needs us to.”
This included CD members going
door-to-door to make contact with
voters, as well as completing data
entry for the campaign.
“The main bulk of what we’ll
be doing is canvassing and letting voters know that Conway
is the best man for the seat,” Altman said, adding that, “The statistics show that for every 13 to 14
doors that are knocked on, that’s
one vote. We go on these trips and
bring 50 people and knock on hundreds of doors. That can make a
difference.”
CD Vice President Nate Perkins
also touted the benefits of the trip.
“It is really important that
young people after 2008 stay involved in politics,” Perkins said.
“We are going to go down to Kentucky and have a little fun but also
try to make sure young people stay
involved in politics.”
“I am very excited,” said freshman Andres Varona. “I feel that al-

though there are just 50 of us, we
are making somewhat of an impact
in the elections and creating advocacy for the Democratic Party and
what it stands for.”
Trip-goers said Conway was
not the only one who would reap
the benefits of the trip.
“I think it is a great opportunity to become politically aware,”
Varona said. “Especially with the
significant elections that are coming up in November... I think it’s
not just a great chance to become
politically aware but a great way
to meet people, create connections,
stuff like that.”
Sophomore April Simpkins
agreed.
“I think it will be really fun.
All the people in College Dems
are really fun people. And yeah,
I am definitely willing to give up
my weekend to do this, even if it
seems to some this might be a futile campaign. We don’t believe so,
and it's definitely worth the experience, if nothing else.” u
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20 years ago...

46 years ago...

11 years ago...
GW claims local
bars target
freshman girls.

GW violates D.C.
recycling law by not
separating waste.

H

Students protest after five
black girls are dropped
from sorority recruitment.

Surviving on a special diet

Writers put GWorld money to the test by following a strict meal plan for three days
Maintaining a special diet at GW can be difficult. To test
the flexibility of Sodexo and Colonial Cash vendors, The
Hatchet sent a group of writers on a mission: Eat on a
specialized diet for three days... only using a GWorld.

H

Go online to read Audrey
Scagnelli's account of a
vegetarian diet.
www.gwhatchet.com

Gluten-Free
What it means

Bagels, pizza, pasta, bread — five months
ago all of these images flew through my mind
when I found out that I had gluten intolerance.
I didn’t think I could do it. Give up carbs for
good? In college? But I soon found out I was
not alone. Gluten intolerance, or celiac disease,
is an allergy to the food-grain antigens found
in wheat, rye, barley and oats that affects 1 in
133 Americans.
Being on a gluten-free diet requires strict
label-reading, looking for any sign of wheat,
malt, barley, oats, rye, germ, spelt and several
other lurking enemies. For many students,
staying completely gluten-free on a college
campus can be worrisome. But it’s not as hard
as I thought.

J Street options

For breakfast, special options include Enjoy Life brand gluten-free granola or Glutino
gluten-free breakfast bars. Lunch and dinner
are surprisingly easy. Sushi is a great option
because rice is a naturally gluten-free grain.
(But be careful, imitation crabmeat, found in
several sushi rolls, contains gluten.) If you’re
craving a sandwich, Stacks Deli serves glutenfree bread. There are always gluten-free options at J Street Café’s buffet, with all allergens
– including gluten – noted on the nutrition
cards above each dish.

Anne wernikoff | PHOTO editor

While attempting a halal diet, sophomore Hyacinth Mascarenhas found
no halal meat at J Street but found other options with the GWorld progam.

The bottom line

Anne wernikoff | PHOTO editor

Junior Katie Ross, who has celiac disease, munches on glutenfree granola at J Street, one of several gluten-free options there.

Surviving J Street gluten-free is far from
impossible, but it is definitely more expensive
and inconvenient to eat there every day.

–Katie Ross

J Street options

What it means

Prior to heading to J Street, I asked one of my Muslim friends for
suggestions. Turns out, there are no halal meat options in J Street. I
could eat anything I wanted there – cheese, eggs, salads, even fish
and seafood – as long as it wasn’t meat. I was extremely frustrated,
not because of having a vegetarian lunch, but because the halal diet
doesn’t require abstaining from eating meat. I managed to satisfy
my hunger with other food options, but I began to feel what the rest
of the Muslim population at GW – especially freshmen – must feel
all year round.
After asking around, I discovered that there are a couple of
restaurants around campus that do serve halal meat and accept
GWorld (win-win). Halal-friendly eateries include Pizza Movers,
Manny and Olga’s, Moby Dick and Mehran.

All of last year, I ate Chick-fil-A nearly every
day, downed can after can of carbonated intoxicants and gained nearly 30 pounds. To my chagrin, there was no award for nearly doubling the
‘freshman 15,’ only an unhappy girlfriend and
a shocked family. As the summer approached, I
began a rigid calorie-restrictive diet in which I
ate only the calories and nutrients I needed to
stay healthy and consistently lose weight.
Since beginning my diet, I have logged every gram I consume into the online Livestrong
MyPlate system, where I am given my daily
amounts of fiber, sugar, protein, fat, carbohydrates and cholesterol. I have 1,800 calories that
I must consume daily. It’s almost like blackjack: I
try to get as close to my limit without going over.
This week was no different, though my expectations were far from the results I obtained.

The bottom line

GW needs to take its Muslim students into account and start
serving halal meat options at J Street.

–Hyacinth Mascarenhas

For a week I’ve been eating J Street almost
exclusively. The adjustment has been a strain on
my calorie-restricted diet, but I’ve made some
stunning revelations.
Though my carbohydrate intake was higher
than usual, there was no discernible difference
in fat consumption, high-protein consumption
and variety of food. The good news: J Street provides enough nutrients to fill your daily caloric
and nutritional intake. The bad news: There is
a huge lack of high-calorie, non-grain healthy
proteins. J Street does have healthy, low-calorie
foods: fruits, vegetables and a delicious salad
bar with fresh chicken and ham. What makes
up the high-calorie options? Fried fish, barbeAnne wernikoff | PHOTO editor
cue chicken and concotions of healthy poultry
slathered in cheese or sauce all make frequent To counteract the 'sophomore 5,' sophomore Zachary Gorelick
counts calories daily to maintain a balanced diet.
appearances on the menu.
My biggest complaint: Where are the healthy
snacks that can help me stay within my restrictions The bottom line
If you can’t maintain a healthy diet eating only at J
without eating a loaf of bread every day? Where are
the nuts? Sure, there’s hummus, rice and beans, but I Street Café, it’s your fault and your fault alone.
need something to chew on, something that I can take
–Zachary Gorelick
to-go and that will give me energy later.

BAR
BELLE

What it means

Halal, which means “permissible” in Arabic, is a religious diet
observed by Muslims. It forbids the consumption of alcohol, even in
cooking, pigs and any meat that has not been slaughtered according
to Islamic law. I figured it wouldn’t be too much of a change since I
used to eat halal while living in Kuwait. Man, was I wrong.

A balanced diet

J Street options

Halal

Veganism
What it means

This eco-friendly diet entails omitting all animal products from
your diet including meat, fish, honey, eggs and dairy products.

J Street options

I spent $7 at J Street on the much-advertised vegan bar, which
rarely alternates from its staples of hummus, chips, vegan couscous
and grape leaves. The bar leaves few alternatives for hungry students besides a salad for lunch and dinner.
For a mere $4, I cooked up a spicy corn-veggie surprise, which was
so much more satisfying than lunch. As a sophomore and a temporary
vegan, having a kitchen was a blessing. Being a vegan freshman, on the
other hand, would be a totally different ball game.

The bottom line

Vegan GW students often complain about the limited vegan options at GW, and praise the beauty of having Trader Joe’s at their fingertips. GW could do with a few more options at J Street to satisfy
vegan freshmen who don’t have kitchens to fall back on.

–Hyacinth Mascarenhas

Vacationing in Toledo

Bar Belle is an old Hatchet column we’re reviving this year. Our Bar Belle will roam D.C. reviewing bars as she sees fit — if she
can see straight after visiting them.

Toledo Lounge

Where: 2435 18th St. NW
Carded: At the bar after ordering
Dress: Comfy jeans, T-shirt and flip-flops
Cover: None
Bar Bells: Four out of five bells
Ohio has never been a state I’ve longed
to visit, but Thursday night, I found myself
in Toledo.
I needed a location that would work
for an in-the-gray-area-between-hangingout-or-is-this-a-date? outing with a guy.
I went to my trusty friend Yelp.com and
searched for a bar around Adams Morgan
where I could have a low-key conversation
but if the date turned into a let’s-just-drinkbeers-together-in-awkward-silence event,
there was enough action going on to distract me. Somewhere in the top 10 reviews

of bars in Adams Morgan was this little ol’
place called Toledo Lounge.
Started by two former D.C. politicos
in the 1990s, the lounge is the epitome of
a dive bar. Everything looks old, slightly
dirty and like it’s in need of a fresh layer
of paint. The chairs’ cushions are ripped,
the tables’ veneers are chipped and cleaning seems to be more for show than for any
sanitary purpose. The bar is pretty small,
the entire place the width of maybe four
doors side by side, but there is a decent
patio where about 15 people could comfortably hang out. The inside is bathed in
a dim red glow from neon signs that reflect off vintage aluminum road, gas station and flour mill signs that line the walls.
Ohio license plates, pictures of patrons and
cartoons drawn on napkins are just some
of the featured knick-knacks. Every open
space has something to look at.
But herein lies the appeal. The bar-

tenders drink with the patrons, yell at the
football games on TV and in general enjoy themselves as much as the drinkers.
The music played is by the likes of Marvin
Gaye, Aretha Franklin and Ray Charles. I
guess in Ohio, anything goes.
When I visited, the crowd was nearly
all male and everyone was 35 or under. The
bar gave off a just-take-it-easy vibe, a nice
thing to see in Adams Morgan on a Thursday night. I saddled up to one of the 10 or
so bar stools and ordered a Yeungling. The
happy hour with $2 draughts had just ended, but Bob, my bartender with long hair,
let me have it for $3. If it rains, no matter
the time of day, Toledo’s draughts are all
$2. “When it rains, we pour,” a hand-written sign near the bar proclaims.
Toledo was one of the places where Bob
would glance over at my near-empty glass,
nod, I would nod back and he would bring
me a fresh beer. No forced conversation.

Just a beer.
All in all,
Toledo Lounge is
a place to go when
you just want to lay
back, enjoy the chaos of
Adams Morgan from a safe
precipice and sip on some basic
brews. No pretenses, no need to
wear your sluttiest new shirt. Ignore
the grime and enjoy the game on TV —
even if it means you have to pretend to understand it. Just nod at the bartender when
he nods at your empty glass and enjoy the
red glow. U

Have a suggestion for a little-known
gem that Belle should visit next?

E-mail life@gwhatchet.com
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WISDOM TEETH PAIN?

Online classfied ads are available FREE to all GW
students and faculty.
• Non-GW clients pay a small fee for online posting.
• Print ads begin at $10 for the first 25 words, and $.30 per
word beyond that.
• All classifieds should be placed online. If you cannot access
the internet, ads may be placed via email, fax or in person at
our office. An extra fee may apply.

Get that handled now
Call 202-296-6600
Dr. Virginia Lee

The Hatchet accepts Visa, Mastercard, American Express and
Discover, as well as cash and check through our office.

JOBS
WANTED: Electric guitar
lessons. I have a guitar and
amp and live on Foggy
Bottom campus. I have
wanted to learn to play for
ten years. Teach me.
mjm@gwu.edu

Parents of more than

25,000
GW students will be coming to

WORK
for The

town
October 16-18th for
COLONIAL’S WEEKEND!

HATCHET

As a service to our readers,
The GW Hatchet will publish a special
“Colonial’s Weekend”
edition on
Thursday, October 14th.
This issue will be out and available to all visitors
with pertinent info about campus activities,
services and campus news.

*ad designer
*circulation assistants
email resumes to:

GM@GWHATCHET.COM
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IN Brief
M. water polo beats Bucknell,
falls to Princeton at home
The men’s water polo team
opened its conference play over the
weekend, topping Collegiate Water
Polo Association rival Bucknell 10-7
Saturday night before falling 13-9 to
17th-ranked Princeton Sunday afternoon.
The win Saturday night broke a
14-game CWPA losing streak for the
Colonials (5-9, 1-1 CWPA) and avenged
GW’s 21-3 loss to Bucknell a week ago.
The Colonials were led on offense by
three freshmen – Daniel Tyner, Paul
Deasey and Nate Little – who combined to account for all 10 of their
team’s goals in the win.
On Sunday, GW managed to hang
with Princeton early, taking a 4-3 deficit into the second quarter. Once the
teams switched sides to begin at the
end of the first quarter, the Tigers began to pull away.
Shooting at the goal at the shallow end of the pool, Princeton scored
three unanswered goals, turning a
one-goal advantage into a four-goal
lead. Playing in just their second game
of the season with a shallow end of
the pool, Tyner said the transition
from defending a smaller deep-water
goal to a larger shallow-water one
was difficult for the young Colonials.
“I think it plays a part when you
switch from the deep end to the
shallow end, you have to make the
transition and I think they did a little
faster than we did,” Tyner said. “We
didn’t do as well as they did in the
shallow end.”
“A lot of us aren’t used to playing
in the shallow end,” he added. “This
is actually my second game playing in
the shallow end, so I’m starting to get
used to it, as are the other members
on the team.”
Tyner led the Colonials on offense
in the loss with four goals against
Princeton. Deasey led GW in assists
with four.
While Tyner pointed to his team’s
struggles with a new type of pool,
head coach Scott Reed said that the
difference between playing in an alldeep water pool and playing in a pool
with shallow and deep ends shouldn’t
have been such a major problem.
“I mean it might be some awkwardness into that because we don’t
really train for shooting at a shallow
end cage, even though it is part of
our pool, but those guys are at a level
where they do need to be able to
adjust within the first minute of that
game,” Reed said. “Some of it can
be attributed to just being a young
group… That wasn’t the main problem with that game.”
Instead, Reed pointed to his team’s
transition defense as the biggest issue of the loss. Scoring in transition
is a strength for Princeton, Reed said,
and the young Colonials struggled as
a group to contain them.
“Our transition defense was probably the one thing that was lacking in
that whole game, and as far as I’m
concerned that was the key to the
game right there,” Reed said. “That’s
their bread and butter, that’s how
they win games, is with their fast
break, and we had to stop it… It’s that
first brief second on that fast break
that makes all the difference in the
world, and they just reacted a little
bit faster than we did.”
GW will be at home again Oct. 6
against Navy at 8 p.m.

Last word
"We kind of got into it, got
into the flow of the game
and were able to, you
know, just kill them."
–Katie Zulandt, volleyball team
senior, on her team's slow start and big
finish against Charlotte in the Colonials'
Atlantic 10 opener Saturday night.
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Louis Nelson
Sports Editor
lnelson@gwhatchet.com
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The number of goals sophomore
Adriana Moya has scored in the past
three games for the Colonials.

W. soccer wins non-conference finale
by Elizabeth Traynor
Hatchet Staff Writer
The women’s soccer team
wrapped up non-conference play
Friday with a 1-0 win over Gardner-Webb, the Colonials’ fourth
consecutive win and their sixth
win in the last seven games.
After opening the season
with a pair of exhibition-game
losses followed by regular season-opening losses to Georgetown and Robert Morris, the
Colonials (6-3) have found their
stride of late. This recent success
is due in no small part to sophomore Adriana Moya, who leads
the team in goals after sitting out
of games early in the season with
a hamstring injury.
It was Moya’s second-half
goal off of an assist from junior
Sierra Smidinger that proved to
be the difference in the game.
For Moya – who has scored in
each of GW’s last three games –
her game-winner was especially
sweet.
“It feels amazing, especially
coming back from an injury,” she
said. “I’ve been working on my
speed, I came back kind of slow,
and it’s really paying off.”
Moya also got a near assist
in the first half, passing the ball
to graduate student Liz Hillin,
whose diving header went just
wide of the Gardner-Webb goal.
For head coach Tanya Vogel, the
near-goal was evidence that the
Elizabeth Cookson | Hatchet photographer team is starting to play with the
Sophomore Clare Roche and the rest of the Colonials held Gardner-Webb scoreless
physicality she has been preachon Friday. GW hasn't allowed an opponent to score more than once since Aug. 27.
ing since the beginning of the

season.
“They’re playing better,” Vogel said. “They’ve really picked
up the physicality, and tightened
up some things defensively as
well.”
The win Friday was GW’s
third shutout of the season and
maintained the team's perfect 4-0
record at home. GW has been especially good on defense in the
preseason, holding all but one
opponent to one goal or less.
“The shutouts feel great,”
Vogel said. “The team should be
confident. I’m really looking for
this team to have confidence this
week in training.”
With Atlantic 10 play set to
begin at the end of next week,
Vogel said she is already identifying new areas of focus. The
coach said GW would look to improve its ball movement in training this week in order to open up
the team’s offense as well as improve team chemistry and cohesion. All of it, Vogel said, comes
with the overall goal of creating a level of consistency in the
team’s play.
“We have games where they
played very well the first half,
and where they played well in
the second,” Vogel said. “We
have to find a way to tie two
halves together.”
The Colonials will be looking
to continue their improved play,
along with their winning streak,
when they take on Temple at
home next Friday at 4 p.m., the
team’s first A-10 game of the
year. u

Colonials held scoreless in loss to UDC
by neil sharma
Hatchet Staff Writer
The men’s soccer team entered its game Saturday afternoon against the University of
the District of Columbia looking
for its first win since Sept. 8, and
midway through the first half,
it seemed as though GW was
catching all the breaks.
In the 19th minute, UDC forward Desean Ragland charged
cleats up into Colonial defender
Alex Sandland, earning Ragland,
UDC's leading scorer, a red card
in the ensuing scuffle.
Things looked even worse
for the Firebirds when UDC
head coach Khary Stockton was
ejected from the game for arguing the play, leaving GW’s opponent without its head coach
and without its top offensive
weapon.
But instead of putting the Colonials in a commanding position
to win the game, the ejections
seemed to fire up the Firebirds,
who scored the game’s only goal
less than 10 minutes later on a
corner kick from UDC’s Wilfredo Roque.
The goal – which Roque
managed to bend inside the
front post from the corner and
off the hands of GW goalie Eric
Huag – put the Firebirds up 1-0,
the score by which they would
eventually win the game.
The goal was especially impressive to GW (1-6) head coach
George Lidster, who refused to

"We didn't today have
that killer instinct."
George lidster

Men's Soccer Head Coach

Michelle Rattinger | PHOTO editor

Junior forward Yoni Berhanu didn't manage a shot against UDC Saturday even
though the Colonials had a man advantage for much of the game.

blame Huag after his first appearance for GW this season.
“I thought it was an excellent corner, it swung in with
great pace,” he said. “It was a
fluke, but I’m not gonna blame
Eric... I thought it shouldn’t have
been a corner in the first place, I
thought we should have cleared
the ball before. I was disappointed that they got the corner, and
in fact, it was their only corner
of the game.”
The Colonials were held
scoreless on offense for the third
straight game, despite outshooting the Firebirds 22-8 and putting six shots on goal to UDC’s

three. GW also had 18 corner
kicks, compared to the Firebirds’
one.
With the man advantage, GW
was able to maintain possession
for much of the game and create opportunities, but struggled
to translate those chances into
goals.
In the 63rd minute, freshman
midfielder Abdul Shaban took a
corner kick, which sophomore
defender Daniel RippergerSuhler headed off the near post.
In the 74th minute, freshman
forward Tyler Ranalli caught up
to a long pass and beat the last
defender, but shot the ball over

the cross bar.
“Well if you look at the statistics we had 22 shots – probably the most we’ve ever had
– and 18 corners; it’s surprising
that we didn’t score a goal,” Lidster said. “Again, I hate to make
this saying, I hate to make this
excuse, but we’re young and
inexperienced. We didn’t today
have that killer instinct.”
For its part, UDC played a defensive strategy for much of the
game, protecting its lead with a
man down by leaving most of its
players back to defend and not
aggressively pushing the ball
forward.
“I think we didn’t have the
creativity to break them down.
I thought we didn’t really stick
to the game plan, we didn’t keep
the ball wide to spread them
out,” he said. “It made it a little
easy for them... We didn’t give
ourselves enough width to get
around the back of the defense.”
GW will look to break its losing streak later this week when
it travels to Annapolis, Md., this
Wednesday for a game against
Navy at 7 p.m. u

Volleyball tops Charlotte in A-10 opener
by Louis Nelson
Sports Editor
Down 2-1 after three sets Saturday night
against Charlotte, volleyball team senior
Katie Zulandt noticed a familiar pattern her
team had fallen into. After dropping their
first set against the 49ers, the Colonials had
rallied and won the second set. GW fell
again though, this time in the third set, and
Zulandt knew exactly what was going on.
“I just think we start off games sometimes a little slow and then we pick it up
a little bit as the games go on,” she said. “I
think that’s gonna be one of our struggles
this season, starting off and jumping on
teams right away, not taking games to five
and winning in three.”
Zulandt’s diagnosis turned out to be
right on the mark. The Colonials didn’t trail
Charlotte once after losing the third set,
winning 25-15 in the fourth set and 15-6 in
the fifth to earn the 3-2 victory in GW’s Atlantic 10 opener.
“We kind of weren’t getting what they
were doing right at first, we weren’t blocking as well as we should have. Once we
started seeing what they were gonna run,
we kind of got into it, got into the flow of
the game and were able to, you know, just
kill them,” Zulandt said.
It was just the fourth time this season
that GW (11-6, 1-0 A-10) has played to five
sets and only its second five-set win so far
this season. Like Zulandt, head coach Jojit
Coronel pointed to his team’s tendency this
season to allow teams to hang around early
on, only to turn it on late in the match.
“That’s been sort of our M.O., we’re
focused and we roll and we score a lot
of points, and then we sort of tend to fall
asleep and lose focus and the other team,
obviously they have a chip on their shoul-

Jordan emont | hatchet staff photographer

MacKenzie Knox and the Colonials beat Howard
3-0 Friday night on the road. GW opened Atlantic 10
play Saturday with a 3-2 win over Charlotte.

der and they come out a little bit more energized, then we wake up,” Coronel said.
The Colonials were led by sophomore
Lauren Whyte, who had 17 kills. Zulandt
was the only other GW player to record
double-digit kills, with 11. Sophomore Candace Silva-Martin led GW on defense with
15 digs.

In addition to being GW’s first A-10
victory, it was also just the second home
game the team has played this season. As
a result of the final stages of renovations to
the Smith Center, the Colonials played 15 of
their first 16 games on the road this season.
Zulandt said after so many games away
from Foggy Bottom, it was especially sweet
to get a win at home.
“It’s amazing to play at home. We have
a lot of fans that come in to our games, and
the gym looks great, everything looks great,
it’s just a great feeling to play at home and
win at home,” she said. “We’ve been on the
road too much, it takes a toll on you after a
while and it’s nice to play at home.”
While playing on the road has made
it tough on his team, Coronel said being road-tested will pay dividends for
his team now that A-10 play has started.
Whereas in the past the Colonials would
have non-conference games interspersed
among A-10 match-ups, Coronel said that
by front-loading his team’s schedule, players should be able to focus more during
conference games.
“It’s great to be home,” he said. “Being on the road is tough, and I scheduled
it that way because I wanted most of our
non-conference matches in the preseason
so we could focus just on conference once
the season starts. In years past, we’d play
Georgetown, UMBC or Howard in the middle of the season and we’re like, ‘Why did
we schedule this?’”
The Colonials will get a chance to stay at
home for a while, with three more matches
at home before they’ll be forced to hit the
road again. Up next for GW is the team’s
final non-conference contest of the season
against Virginia Commonwealth University. That game is scheduled for this Tuesday
at 7 p.m. u

